
 

 

                VW TYPE 2 1973-79  SEAT FITTING INSTRUCTIONS    

                                              SC7291/92/93 
 

 

Separate the squab and base frame by removing the two Allen bolts from either side of the 

frame that hold them together and remove the slide mechanism on the bottom of the base frame 

by removing the four Allen bolts holding it in place. 

Remove old covers, taking care not to break the metal securing spikes, inspect the frames for 

damage, such as breaks or cracks, also inspect the padding and repair as required. You may find 

it helpful to make a few notes as you remove the old covers. 

 

     BASE COVERS 

 

1. Starting with the base cover inside out place it onto the base padding lining up the piping on 

the cover with the edge of the padding making sure the cover is straight. 

2. Gently ease the skirt over the sides of the frame and pull it over the bottom of the frame 

3. Carefully fold the plastic strip on the edge of the skirt into the recess on the bottom of the 

base frame. 

4. Fold the plastic strip at the back of the cover into the recess at the back of the frame. 

5. The base is now fitted you can now replace the slide mechanism to the base. 

 

    CLOSED BACK SQUAB 

 

1. To fit the squab first insert the metal bars into the hem at the front and back of the cover 

then gently pull the cover over the squab frame and padding ensuring it is straight 

2.  Pull the front bar over the metal spikes ensuring that the bar is on the other side of the spike 

or the vinyl will tear. 

3. Do the same with the bar in the hem at the bottom of the squab back and gently tap the 

spikes over with a small hammer.    

 

   OPEN BACKED SQUAB 

 

Insert the four wires (supplied) into the inside loops of the cover and cut to length        

accordingly, alternatively, if the original wires are in good condition, these can be reused 

instead. 

 

1. Slip cover over the frame and padding pull into place ensuring the cover is central 

2. There is a flap at the bottom of the cover, pull this through to the back of the seat and over the 

spikes on the bar at the back of the frame ensuring the wire is over the spike or the vinyl will 

split 

3. Tap the spikes over with a small hammer to secure the flap 

4. Fix the top flap to the frame in the same way 

5. Pull the side skirts over the spikes on the side of the frame and tap them down also. 

 

 


